Due to massively growing demand arising from energy storage systems, sodium ion batteries (SIBs) have been recognized as the most attractive alternative to the current commercialized lithium ion batteries (LIBs) owing to the wide availability and accessibility of sodium. Unfortunately, the low energy density, inferior power density and poor cycle life are still the main issues for SIBs in the current drive to push the entire technology forward to meet the benchmark requirements for commercialization. Over the past few years, tremendous efforts have been devoted to improving the performance of SIBs, in terms of higher energy density and longer cycling lifespans, by optimizing the electrode structure or the electrolyte composition. In particular, among the established anode systems, those materials, such as metals/alloys, phosphorus/phosphides, and metal oxides/sulfides/selenides, that typically deliver high theoretical sodium-storage capacities have received growing interest and achieved significant progress. Although some review articles on electrodes for SIBs have been published already, many new reports on these anode materials are constantly emerging, with more promising electrochemical performance achieved via novel structural design, surface modification, electrochemical performance testing techniques, etc. So, we herein summarize the most recent developments on these high-performance anode materials for SIBs in this review. Furthermore, the different reaction mechanisms, the challenges associated with these materials, and effective approaches to enhance performance are discussed. The prospects for future high-energy anodes in SIBs are also discussed.
Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have overwhelmingly dominated the power source markets of advanced consumer electronics and even electric vehicles, due to their high energy density, long lifespan, and low maintenance. 1, 2 The low abundance and uneven distribution of lithium, however, make it difficult to meet the massively growing demand for energy in the near future. Inspired by the similar chemical nature of sodium to lithium, sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) have been extensively investigated and regarded as the most promising alternative power technology to the commercialized LIBs, especially for large-scale energy storage from intermittent and renewable energy sources and smart grid applications, owing to the low cost and natural abundance of sodium resources. [3] [4] [5] [6] Considerable efforts have been made to apply the successful experience on LIB systems to the SIBs, especially in the terms of the electrode materials. The larger ionic radius (1.02 Å for Na + vs. 0.76 Å for Li + ), resulting in sluggish reaction kinetics, usually causes lower capacity, inferior rate capability, poor cycling stability, or even complete electrochemical inactivity, as in the case of graphitic carbon, the most commonly used anode material in LIBs. Thus, developing desirable electrode materials for high performance SIBs is still an urgent need for their practical application.
Similar to the LIB system, there are mainly three mechanisms involved in sodium storage for anode materials: the intercalation/de-intercalation reaction, the conversion reaction, and the alloying/de-alloying reaction. Hard carbon could be the most widely investigated intercalation-type anode material for SIBs due to its large layer spacing of 0.352 nm, which has benefits for the storage of Na + . 7 In comparison, the layer spacing of the conventional graphite is only 0.335 nm. In addition to carbonaceous materials, a few titanium oxide-based materials, such as Na2Ti3O7 and Li4Ti5O12, [8] [9] [10] are also capable of reversible sodium intercalation, and they have been exploited extensively as well during the past several years. Such intercalation-type materials have generally exhibited relatively low sodium storage capability (~300 mA h/g), which may be insufficient to meet the requirements of high-energy SIBs. Unlike intercalation-type anode materials, some anode materials can store Na + through the conversion reaction or alloying reaction, with theoretical capacities two or three times higher than that for intercalationtype anodes ( Fig. 1) , making them highly promising for application in high-energy SIBs. Unfortunately, one important challenge associated with the conversion and alloying-type anode materials for SIBs is the large volume variation occurring during the sodiation/desodiation processes. Such large volume change could easily cause the pulverization of electrode materials, thus inducing the exfoliation of electrodes from the current collector along with the formation of the so-called "inactive electrode part". As a result, quick capacity decay during cycling will occur for such conversion or alloying-type electrodes in SIBs. In addition, the sluggish reaction kinetics due to the larger radius of Na + usually resulted in inferior rate-capacity and power density, thus hindering their practical application. Moreover, low coulombic efficiency may be another drawback for this type of electrode, which also seriously obstructs their large-scale application in SIBs. Under working potentials lower than 1.0 V, reactions would take place between the electrode materials and the organic electrolyte, leading to the formation of a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) film, which is the main cause of low coulombic efficiency. Normally, the SEI film will prevent further contact between the active electrode material and the liquid electrolyte, and an improved coulombic efficiency may then appear during the following galvanostatic charge-discharge processes. Nevertheless, the large volume variation in the conversion or alloying-type electrode materials during cycling could dynamically cause damage to the SEI film, leading to the exposure of new fresh electrode surface to the electrolyte. This would induce the electrode-electrolyte interface reactions to take place all over again, thus lowering the coulombic efficiency during the subsequent cycling process. Hence, numerous studies have recently been conducted to solve these issues, including the design of innovative electrode materials and architectures, the development of new electrode configuration, the control of operating voltage, and the utilization of novel electrolyte system, thus improving the energy density, powder density and the cycle lifespan of SIBs. Moreover, the in-depth understanding of the reaction mechanism and kinetics of electrode materials by advanced characterization techniques, especially those in-situ measurements is critical for optimizing current NIB systems.
Currently, a few good review articles on cathode and anodes for SIBs have been published already, but an overwhelming volume of research has been reported in the last two years and much significant progress has been made on high-performance anodes. For instance: in the area of structural design, the vaporization-condensation method (V-C) has been widely applied recently to prepare phosphorus based electrode instead of the previous ball-milling technique, since it is easy to construct nanosized phosphorus anchored on a given matrix by the V-C method rather than a simple mixture of large sized phosphorous with carbonaceous materials. 57, 62, 63 For surface modification, single-heteroatom doping (i.e., nitrogen, boron, phosphorus, and sulfur) and even dual-heteroatom doping have been demonstrated as an effective way to tune the electrical performance of electrodes, thus improving the energy storage performance. 61, 64, 65 For electrochemical testing, controlling the reaction step by altering the working voltage window may be an efficient strategy to obtain long-term cycling life. 66, 67 So, an updated and timely review on recent progress on anode materials may be needed. In this review, we summarized the recent advances in the development of high-capacity anode materials (metals and alloys, phosphorus and phosphides, oxides and sulfides/selenides) for high-energy SIBs, in terms of materials fabrication, electrochemical performance, and the corresponding reaction mechanisms. The effective strategies to improve the electrochemical performance via structural design, surface modification, dimension reduction, electrolyte optimization, and cut-off window control are introduced as well. In addition, the most likely future outlook on advanced conversion/alloying type anodes for next-generation energy storage systems will also be proposed.
Metals and alloys
Alloy-based materials have recently received increasing attention as anode materials for SIBs, because they can alloy with sodium to form various Nametal-alloy phases, thus generating higher capacities compared to those of carbon-based and Ti-based materials. For example, Chevrier and Ceder reported that Si, Ge, Sn, Pb, and Sb could alloy with sodium to form binary compounds with the compositions of NaSi, NaGe, Na15Sn4, Na15Pb4, and Na3Sb, which show theoretical capacities of 954, 369, 847, 485, and 660 mA h/g, respectively. 68 As is well known, group IVA elements (Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb) and a group VA element (Sb) have been intensively investigated as anode materials for LIBs, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] and Si element has been found to be the most promising anode material for commercialization due to its ultrahigh theoretical capacity and abundant resources, although it possesses relatively low sodiation capacity in comparison with lithiation in LIBs, so that it is nearly inactive with sodium. C. Y. Chou and G. Gwang 74 found that Na-induced lattice disturbance is significant in Si due to its relatively smaller interstitial space and higher stiffness, which negatively affects the incorporation of Na; therefore, Si anode exhibits sluggish sodiation performance in SIBs. Interestingly, the diffusion coefficient (DNa) is predicted to approach the experimentally measured self-diffusivity (around 10 -8 cm 2 /s at room temperature), approximately 1 order of magnitude larger than for DLi in amorphous a-LiSi after the host has been moderately sodiated, so this suggests that presodiated Si could be used to overcome the poor sodiation at the cost of a slightly compromised initial capacity. This would offer a new approach for the future application of Si-based anode in SIBs.
In addition, relatively larger activation energy (Ea) barriers to the migration of interstitial Na still need to be overcome compared with Li diffusion, indicating the difficulty for sodiation of alloy based materials in comparison to lithiation. Chevier and Ceder 68 also stated that huge volume expansion would be involved during the sodiation of Si (143%), Sn (423%), and Sb (293%), which could significantly restrict long-term cycling in electrodes for SIBs. Several effective strategies have been developed to solve these issues with respect to the sluggish Na diffusion and large volume expansion, including the fabrication of nanoarchitectured materials and optimization of electrolytes and binders. The detailed electrochemical performances of various nanostructured metals and alloys are summarized in Table 1 .
Tin-based anode materials
The electrochemical sodiation of crystalline Sn is a two-step reaction at room temperature, as reported by Wang. 75 As shown in Fig. 2 , in the first step, an amorphous NaxSn (a-NaxSn, x~0.5) phase is growing and consuming the pristine Sn, with a moving phase boundary in between, and the formation of such a Na-poor phase causes a modest volumetric expansion of around 60%. In the second step, continuous Na insertion leads to the formation of Na-rich amorphous phases and finally the crystalline c-Na15Sn4 phase. The total volumetric change after full sodiation approaches approximately 420%. This large volume variation would result in the substantial pulverization of the active materials and loss of electrical contact with the current collector, leading to poor cycling capability. For instance, Komaba's group 77 reported that slightly altering the cut-off voltage would significantly affect the reversibility of electrochemical sodiation for Sn electrode by limiting the formation of the SEI at the given potential. In the voltage range of 0-0.70 V, the sodiation/desodiation process was not stable, and the capacity decayed from 800 mA h/g to 600 mA h/g after 100 cycles due to the dissolution and reformation of SEI at 0.68 and 0.4 V. In contrast, the cycling stability was improved when the upper cut-off voltage was decreased to 0.65 V by excluding the voltage plateau at 0.68 V, so that the capacity retention was 85% after 100 cycles. This case may demonstrate that fully understanding the reason causing the capacity decay is vital to finding the most effective solution to improve the cycling performance of Sn-based electrodes.
Sn@CNFs) as anode for LIBs and SIBs via electrospinning and atomic layer deposition, in which the carbon nanofibers and TiO2 pipe act as a dual protective shell on the outside of the Sn nanoparticles to prevent pulverization of the electrode (Fig. 3) . Hence, an improved capacity of 413 mA h/g at 100 mA/g for TiO2-Sn@CNFs binder-free anode was achieved after 400 cycles for SIBs. Interestingly, reducing the particle size of Sn to the nanoscale (especially less than 10 nm) could enable the electrode to endure higher strain and effectively mitigate the pulverization of the active materials. Considering that nanosized particles tend to aggregate during cycling, Chen's group 17 designed such a nanostructure, in which Sn nanoparticles approximately 8 nm in size were homogeneously embedded in a spherical carbon network via an aerosol spray pyrolysis method ( Fig. 4a and b) . This mesoporous Sn/C possessed a large specific surface area (150.43 m 2 /g), indicating highly dispersed small Sn nanoparticles in the carbon matrix, and it delivered a stable capacity of 415 mA h/g after 500 cycles at 1 A/g, and a high-rate capacity of 349 mA h/g when the current density was increased to 4 A/g (Fig. 4c, d ). In contrast, Sn@C electrodes with a Sn particle size of approximately 50 nm experienced relatively low rate capacity and poor cycling performance (Fig. 4c ). This further demonstrates that electrode materials with fine nanoparticles are likely to yield good electrochemical performance due to the greater abundance of active sites and the higher tolerance for strain of nanosize particles compared with large-size particles.
Sb-based anode materials
In addition to Sn, Sb electrode was also investigated as an alloying-type anode for SIBs. The reaction mechanism of Sb with Na does not fully involve the same alloying mechanism as that with Li. It was proposed that Sb first reacts with Na to form amorphous intermediates (NaxSb with x~1.5) upon discharge. When all of the Sb is transformed into the amorphous phase, it converts to cubic-hexagonal Na3Sb before being stabilized as hexagonal Na3Sb (Fig. 5a, b ).
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To further investigate the alloying mechanism of Sb anode for SIBs, Alan 93 applied both operando pair distribution function analysis and ex-situ 23 Na magic-angle spinning solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Two previously uncharacterized intermediate phases were identified: one is α-Na3-xSb (x ൎ 0.4-0.5), the structure of which is similar to that of crystalline Na3Sb but with sodium vacancies and a limited correlation length; and the other one is α-Na1.7Sb, a highly amorphous structure (Fig. 5c ). It was observed that c-Na3Sb possessed high sodium mobility, possibly leading to the high-rate capability of Sb anode in SIBs.
Recently, a variety of nanostructures, including nanofibers/nanotubes, 20, 82, 83 leaf-like structures, 94 nanospheres, 85, 95 nanorods, 84 three-dimensional (3D) nanoporous 86 and yolk-shell structures, 80 were fabricated to maximize the advantages of Sb anode, such as high capacity and appropriate voltage plateaus, while minimizing the volume expansion. Liu et al. 86 employed the chemical dealloying method to control the morphology and size of Sb particles in the presence of AlSbx (Fig.  6a) , where Sb acts as the porous structure-forming element, while Al acts as sacrificial element. Based on the atomic ratio of Al to Sn, the morphologies of nanoporous Sb varied from a coral-like structure (Al30Sb70, NP-Sb70) to a honeycomb-like structure(Al20Sb80), in accordance with the porosity (Vpore) of 69.2% and 50.4%, respectively (Fig. 6b) . As the anode for SIBs, the NP-Sb70 electrode exhibited better cycling stability than the other electrodes in Fig.  6c , maintaining a reversible capacity of 573.8 mA h/g after 200 cycles at 100 mA/g in the voltage range of 0.1 to 1.5 V and delivering a capacity of 420 mA h/g at the high current density of 3300 mA/g. The reason for the improved electrochemical performance can be attributed to the 3D porous framework and interconnected nanopores, which could enrich this electrode with active sites and accommodate the volume changes associated with Na insertion. Nevertheless, the good electrochemical performance of these nanoporous Sb particles was achieved at the cost of the sacrifice of Al metal, which may increase the cost of material preparation. Similar work has been conducted by Ji's group. 16 Porous hollow microspheres of Sb (Sb PHMS) were prepared via a replacement reaction employing Zn microsphere templates, and they exhibited high capacity retention of 97.2% after 100 cycles at 100 mA h/g due to their hollow and porous properties. Moderately tailoring the size of Sb particles is probably another effective strategy to enhance the electrochemical properties of Sb anode. Sb nanocrystals with mean sizes in the range of 10-20 nm were synthesized by the colloidal method. 95 It was demonstrated that, with the reduction of Sb size to 20 nm, fast kinetics and stable operation can be achieved, while further downsizing to 10 nm or less may be detrimental to electrode performance. In comparison, bulk Sb, and 10 nm and 20 nm Sb nanocrystals possessed capacities of 580, 520, and 620 mA h/g at 0.5 C, respectively, at which the 20 nm Sb particles exhibited the highest capacity among these three different particle sizes. The plausible reason for the lower capacity of 10 nm Sb nanocrystals in the battery could be the relatively greater density of active sites in relation to the small size of the active metal electrode, which can readily form a large volume fraction of amorphous oxide on the electrode surface, leading to irreversible capacity loss resulting from the formation of Na2O in the first-cycle discharge. Therefore, tailoring the size of the nanostructure to a moderate scale has a significant effect in terms of the surface area, side reactions, and the electrochemical performance of electrodes.
In addition, combining electrodes with carbonaceous materials is a traditional but still favorable technique to enhance the charge transfer, promote Na + diffusion, and maintain the structural integrity. 19, 81, [96] [97] [98] [99] A Sb@carbon coaxial nanotube electrode fabricated via carbon coating coupled with a thermal-reduction strategy as anode material for SIBs exhibited good cycling stability and rate capability, with the specific capacity of 407 mA h/g retained at 100 mA/g after 240 cycles, and 240 mA h/g at 1 A/g after 2000 cycles. The enhanced sodium storage performance of Sb@C can be attributed to the coaxial structure, in which the hollow space and the amount of Sb inside the tube can be easily tuned to accommodate the volume expansion of Sb, as well as the carbon shell, which could enhance the conductivity and prevent the aggregation of Sb, as well as protecting Sb from direct contact with the electrolyte, so as to prevent the repeated formation of SEI film on the surface of the active electrode. 82 Similar work has also been reported by other research groups.
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Germanium-based anode materials
During the past decade, germanium has been extensively studied as an anode material for LIBs, since it has a high lithium storage capacity and high lithium diffusivity. 71, 72, 100 Recently, it was also investigated as a potential anode for SIBs. Unfortunately, it was observed that sodium diffusion in crystalline germanium was several orders of magnitude slower than for lithium in germanium, and the larger radius of sodium results in much higher activation energy for hopping between interstitial sites in the lattice (0.51 eV for Li vs. 1.5 eV for sodium). 99 Consequently, bulk-phase Ge usually presented poor Na + storage performance.
In order to overcome the low diffusion coefficient of sodium in germanium, nanocolumnar germanium thin films were synthesized by evaporative deposition as anode for SIBs, 22 which presented a reversible capacity of 430 mA h/g, and retained 88% of the initial capacity after 100 cycles at C/5. Furthermore, the capacity of 164 mA h/g was achieved at the high rate of 27 C (10 A/g). In comparison, a dense germanium film exhibited serious capacity fading after 15 cycles due to the severe pulverization experienced by bulk films; therefore, nanoscale dimensions are critical for stable, reversible, and high-rate sodiation of Ge electrode, and the evaporative deposition method is also a quite facile technique to fabricate thin film materials for energy storage application. Wang et al. 87 fabricated germanium@graphene@TiO2 core-shell nanofibers by atomic layer deposition. The obtained Ge@G@TiO2 composite as anode for SIBs possessed an initial capacity of 368 mA h/g and maintained 182 mA h/g (at the 250 th cycle) at a current density of 100 mA/g. 
Intermetallic alloy based anode
A comparison of a series of intermetallic anode materials for SIBs in terms of their compositions, potential windows, and capacities is summarized in Table 2 . Based on the composition, intermetallic anodes can be classified into two types:
1) Alloys of M-(Sn, Sb, and Ge), in which M is an electrochemically active component, such as SnSb, 26, 27, 103 Sn-Ge, 25 Zn4Sb3, 104 Sn-Ge-Sb, 24 and
Sn-Bi-Sb, 105 which have attracted increasing attention because the two different metal phases can work as mutual buffers for each other to alleviate the volume fluctuations. Specifically, for these alloys, the single metal has certain electrochemical performance but not that promising, for instance, Sn metal as anode for batteries has very high theoretical capacity, but poor cycling performance, while Sb metal as anode for batteries has lower theoretical capacity, but better cycling performance, so the formed SnSb alloy have better electrochemical performance than that of single one. Our group developed SnSb-core/carbon-shell nanocables anchored on graphene sheets via the hydrothermal technique and chemical vapor deposition, which demonstrated stable cycling capability as anode for SIBs, with a capacity of 360 mA h/g retained up to 100 cycles. The electrolyte was also optimized, and the results revealed that the electrode in the electrolyte of 1 M NaClO4 in propylene carbonate (PC) + 5% fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) demonstrated better electrochemical performance compared to that in 1 M NaClO4 in PC, 1 M NaClO4 in PC/FEC (1:1 v/v), and 1 M NaPF6 + PC. 26 Additionally, ternary Sn-Ge-Sb thin film alloys were also employed as anode materials for SIBs, as shown in Table 2 . 24 When the proportion of Sn increased to 80%, the battery nearly failed after 50 cycles due to the large volume variation of Sn metal during repeated Na + storage, whilst the Sn50Ge25Sb25 alloy exhibited the most promising electrochemical behavior. Nie et al. 104 reported on the electrochemical sodiation-desodiation process in Zn4Sb3 nanowires as anode via employing in-situ TEM, and it was demonstrated that the reaction mechanism of Zn4Sb3 with sodium can be summarized by the following process: During the first cycle:
After the first cycle:
Accordingly, it was found that the Zn4Sb3 nanowire displayed about 161% volume expansion after the first sodiation and then was cycled with an 83% reversible volume expansion. Despite the massive expansion, the nanowires could be cycled without any cracking or fracturing during the ultrafast sodiation/desodiation process. The coulombic efficiency of Zn4Sb3 nanowires reached 99% after 50 cycles from 45% for the 1 st cycle, and then remained steady at this value for subsequent cycles, indicating good cycling performance.
2) Another class of intermetallics, M-(Sn, Sb, and Ge), where M is an electrochemically inactive component, such as SnSe, 106 Cu2Sb, 107 Mo3Sb7, 29, 108 FeSb2, 109 NiSb, 28 and SiGe, 88 in principle, provides excellent candidates as substitutes for the pure elemental electrodes, since the lower volume changes and the presence of the inactive element can provide a more stable structure and more efficient electronic conduction within the expanding/shrinking framework. For instance, a carbon-coated Mo3Sb7 composite demonstrated a capacity of 400 mA h/g at 0.2 C (1 C = 494 mA/g), and sustained 180 mA h/g at 20 C, as well as maintaining 338 mA h/g at 0.5 C after 800 cycles with capacity retention of 91.8%, indicating excellent cycling stability. The good performance of Mo3Sb7@C is ascribed to the buffering effect of the Mo component for the Sb, as well as the carbon coating and refined particle sizes of Mo3Sb7 during the cycling. 29 Yue et al. 88 reported 3D hexagonal match-like Si/TiN/Ti/Ge nanorod arrays (NR), which were fabricated by nanosphere lithography and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etching, followed by a sputtering technique. The 3D Si/TiN/Ti/Ge composite electrode exhibited the best electrochemical performance among all the fabricated samples, and it maintained a reversible areal capacity of about 20 µA h/cm 2 after 200 cycles due to the 3D nanostructure and the effective conductive layers, while the 3D Si/Ge nanorod (NR), 3D Si NR, and planar Si/TiN/Ti/Ge composite electrodes showed dramatically reduced capacities and terminated their operations after 15 cycles. These wafer-scale Si-based Na-ion micro-/nano-battery anodes may be integrated into microelectronic devices such as on-chip power systems in the future. As mentioned above, the main issue for the alloying type of electrode material arises from the volume expansion of the electrode, resulting in the destruction of the nanostructure and loss of electrical connectivity. The aim of current research on such alloying type anodes is to design the nanoarchitecture of the metal electrode by tailoring the particle size or forming a composite to suppress the volume changes during sodiation, while further optimization by the formation of an intermetallic alloy and sensitive characterization of the structural evolution during the reaction with Na will Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins offer another approach to enhance the electrochemical performance, especially in terms of the cycling life. Although an intermetallic alloy with an inactive element in the composite would significantly enhance the cycling stability of the electrode, it should be noted that it will sacrifice the initial coulombic efficiency, as the inactive element would not participate in the reaction with Na + from the first charging process, which may be detrimental to the whole electrochemical performance in a full cell.
Phosphorus and phosphides
Phosphorus is a nonmetallic element of the VA group in the periodic table with three kinds of allotropes, white, red, and black. Among these allotropes, white phosphorus is the least stable, the most reactive, the most volatile, the least dense, and the most toxic of the allotropes, so it is not suitable for application in LIBs and SIBs. White phosphorus can gradually change to red phosphorus under heat and light, so red phosphorus is more stable than white phosphorus. It is also commercially available and environmentally benign, but it has low electronic conductivity (~10 -14 S/cm). 110 Black phosphorus is thermodynamically the most stable, insoluble in most solvents, practically non-flammable, and chemically the least reactive form. As anode for SIBs, phosphorus has the highest theoretical sodium ion storage capacity because it can react with Na to form Na3P, rendering a capacity of 2596 mA h/g, and it has a relatively safe operating potential (~ 0.45 V vs. Na/Na + ). 46 Na3P as the reduction product, however, may release flammable and toxic phosphine (PH3) upon hydrolysis, which will inevitably restrict its practical use. Qian et al. 46 reported amorphous red phosphorus/carbon nanocomposites for SIBs, which exhibited initial discharge/charge capacities of 2015 mA h/g and 1764 mA h/g, respectively, in the voltage range of 0.01-2 V, corresponding to an initial coulombic efficiency of 87%. Due to the inherent low electrical conductivity of commercial red phosphorus and its enormous volume expansion, however, both commercial red phosphorus and black phosphorus displayed poor electrochemical performance. In order to enhance the electrochemical performance, much significant improvement of the electrode chemical stability during sodiation/desodiation and mechanical robustness after hybridization was achieved by optimizing the synthesis methods, designing unique nanostructures, etc. The nanostructure, working voltage window, capacity at different current densities, and electrolytes for various recently reported phosphorus-based and phosphide anodes are summarized in Table 3 . Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins A flexible hybrid amorphous P-embedded, N-doped graphene paper (P@GN) was designed for SIBs by Zhang et al. 113 This amorphous P@GN exhibited high capacity retention, with 85% of the initial capacity retained over 350 cycles and good rate capability, with the capacity of 809 mA h/g at 1500 mA/g. The good electrochemical performance can be ascribed to: 1) the N-doped flexible GN effectively buffers the volume changes and improves the conductivity of the whole electrode; and 2) the possibly formed robust P-C bonds between P and GN further enhance the stability of the electrode. Unlike the conventional methods where the P and C components are assembled via mechanical mixing (milling or grinding), Yao et al. 63 applied the vaporization-condensation (V-C) technique to synthesize hollow porous carbon nanosphere/red phosphorus (HPCNS/P) composites. Compared to high energy mechanical milling, the V-C strategy is an effective and mild process, in which the original morphologies, such as carbon frameworks, can be well preserved. By combining molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the authors demonstrated that carbon frameworks with open pores in the range of 1-2 nm can endow the P/C composite with high P loading, and sufficient oxygenated functional groups on the carbon surface are beneficial for forming chemical bonds with P. The capacity retention of the fully integrated HPCNS/P composite electrode consisting of 31.8 wt% red P maintained reached over 80%, with capacity of 1590 mA h/g after 300 cycles. Furthermore, the electrode delivered a capacity of 548 mA h/g with capacity retention of over 76% after 1000 cycles at 1 A/g, which is much better than that of commercial red P with capacity of 209 mA h/g after 100 cycles. The high rate cycling stability of P/C composite can be ascribed to the well-preserved nanostructure of the electrode even after 1000 cycles. The loading level of red P in the composite needs be increased further, however, to enhance the capacity of the whole electrode, and the initial coulombic efficiency of 42.5% is not satisfactory. Considering the low initial coulombic efficiency and low tap density caused by the incorporation of carbon in composite materials, Liu et al. 111 combined electroless deposition with a chemical dealloying technique to synthesize red phosphorus (RP)@Ni-P core@shell nanostructures as a highperformance anode for SIBs. The authors pointed out that the shell thickness and composition of the composite could be easily tuned by the dealloying time, as shown in Fig. 7a . With the dealloying time of 8 h, the RP@Ni-P composite as anode for SIBs presented a capacity of 1256.2 mA h/gcomposite after 200 cycles at 260 mA/gcomposite, and 409.1 mA h/gcomposite after 2000 cycles at a high current density of 5 A/g (Fig. 7b) . Such long cycling life and good rate performance may be attributed to :1) the in-situ generated Ni2P on the RP particle surfaces can facilitate intimate contact between RP and the Ni-P shell, which ensures strong electrode structural integrity; 2) the Ni-P shell has high conductivity, ensuring ultra-fast electrode transport.
Black phosphorus (BP) exists in three known crystalline modifications, orthorhombic, rhombohedral, and cubic, as well as in an amorphous form. 126 Orthorhombic black phosphorus with its layered crystal structure is the most thermodynamically stable allotrope. 114 In terms of appearance, properties, and structure, black phosphorus closely resembles graphite: it is black and flaky, and a good conductor of electricity (∼300 S/m). It is composed of puckered sheets of covalently bonded phosphorus atoms. Compared with graphite, black phosphorus has a larger interlayer channel size (3.08 versus 1.86 Å), indicating that both lithium (1.52 Å) and sodium (2.04 Å) ions can be stored between layers of black phosphorus. A nanostructured BP/Ketjenblack− MWCNTs (BPC) composite with a P loading of 70 wt % obtained via high energy ball milling (HEBM) was prepared by Xu et al. 116 In the composite, the Ketjenblack possesses a high surface area of 1400 m 2 /g, enabling a uniform distribution of BP in the composite, and the high conductivity of Ketjenblack and MWCNTs yields a dual conductive network that facilitates electron transport within the BPC composite; therefore, the BPC exhibited a high initial coulombic efficiency (> 90%) and good cycling performance, with the capacity of∼1700 mA h/g(P) after 100 cycles at 1.3 A/g. Based on a series of characterizations, including both in-situ and ex-situ characterizations, it was observed that BP nanocrystals were first transformed to crystalline Na3P through an amorphous NaP intermediate during the sodiation process, and then converted back to amorphous phosphorus with a small amount of amorphous NaP remaining during the desodiation process.
As is well known, BP is one of the classes of two-dimensional (2D) materials similar to graphene, which can be exfoliated down to a few layers or even a monolayer using physical or chemical methods, and then the optical, phonon, and electronic properties of the materials change dramatically as a result. Hence, a nanostructured phosphorene-graphene hybrid with phosphorene layers sandwiched in between graphene layers fabricated by the liquid-phase exfoliation method (Fig. 8a) was designed by Cui's group. 114 In this sandwich-like structure, the graphene layer provided an elastic buffer, and the phosphorene layer offered a short diffusion distance for Na + . As the anode for SIBs, the phosphorene-graphene hybrid showed a high capacity of 2440 mA h/gphosphorus at 0.05 A/g and 83% capacity Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins retention after 100 cycles, as well as reaching the capacities of 1218 and 496 mA h/g at the high rates of 3 C and 10 C, respectively, after 100 cycles (Fig.  8b) . According to the results of in-situ TEM and ex-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterizations, it was demonstrated that the reaction mechanism of the phosphorene with Na + was based on two steps: intercalation and alloying, as shown in Fig. 8 . Firstly, Na + ions are inserted into phosphorene layers along the x-axis-oriented channels to form Na0.17P phase; secondly, black P further alloys with Na + to form NaxP below 0.54 V, which is primarily responsible for the specific capacity of black P (Fig. 8c-e) .
In addition to a variety of P-based composites that are being investigated as high performance anodes for SIBs, metal phosphide systems (MPx, M = Sn, Se, Fe, Co, Cu, and Ni) also present high reversible capacity, improved cycling stability, and good rate capability. 117 3.5 × 10 -5 S/cm for P/carbon). 129 Moreover, the Sn4P3 electrode presented a lower redox potential of about 0.3 V compared to that for bare P (~ 0.5 V), suggesting that Sn4P3 as an anode material could contribute to higher energy density in the full cell.
A uniform yolk-shell Sn4P3@C nanosphere electrode was designed by Yu's group, 130 which exhibited a reversible capacity of 790 mA h/g, good rate
capability (reversible capacity of 421 mA h/g at 3 C), and stable cycling performance (capacity of 360 mA h/g at 1.5 C for 400 cycles). The enhanced performance can be ascribed to the high conductivity of the Sn4P3@C and the rational design of the yolk-shell structure, which could accommodate volume expansion of the electrode during the charge-discharge processes.
More recently, Xu et al. 123 fabricated a nanocomposite of Sn4P3 and black phosphorus embedded in a graphene matrix via a mechanochemical transformation method from SnP3. This composite exhibited a stable cycling at a high rate, with a capacity of 550 mA h/g remaining after 1000 cycles at 1 A/g, and good rate capability with capacities of 585 and 315 obtained at 2 and 10 A/g, respectively. Similar to this work, Sn4P3/reduced graphene oxide (RGO) hybrids, which were synthesized via an in-situ low-temperature solution-based phosphorization from Sn/RGO, also presented long cycling stability with a capacity of 362 mA h/g achieved after 1500 cycles at 1 A/g. These results demonstrated that the Sn4P3 anode may be a good candidate for high-performance SIBs with high energy density and long-term cycling life. SnP3, due to its higher theoretical gravimetric capacity (1616 mA h/g) and volumetric capacity (6890 mA h/g) than for Sn4P3, has attracted attention as a potential anode for SIBs. Wang's group 125 demonstrated that their asprepared SnP3/C composite could self-heal the pulverization and aggregation induced in the alloying reaction (Fig. 9) . The crystalline SnP3 first breaks into nanometric Sn particles dispersed in a nanocrystalline/amorphous Na3P matrix through the conversion reaction, and then Na inserts itself into Sn to form Na15Sn4 through the alloying reaction, resulting in pulverization. During the desodiation, the Na first dealloys from Na15Sn4 to form Sn and then dealloys from Na3P to convert back to SnP3, thus healing the cracks in the Sn induced in the alloying process and preventing the Sn from aggregating. As a result, the SnP3/C electrode presented a high capacity of 810 mA h/g at 150 mA/g over 150 cycles and retained a capacity of ~400 mA h/g at the high current density of 2560 mA/g. Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins Apart from SnPx, a new phosphide material (Se4P4) with an amorphous structure was recently synthesized by the mechanical milling method. The Se4P4 undergoes a reversible Na-storage reaction of Se4P4 + 20Na + + 20e − ↔ 4Na3P + 4Na2Se during sodiation/desodiation, endowing it with a high theoretical capacity of 1219 mA h/g. As anode for SIBs, Se4P4 displayed reversible capacities of 1048 mA h/g, 724 mA h/g, and 332 mA h/g at 50, 500, and 3000 mA/g, respectively, and capacity of 804 mA h/g was retained after 60 cycles.
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In addition, a few transition metal-based phosphides (TM-P) are also electrochemically active in sodiation via conversion reactions. 118, 121, 131, 132 Unlike Sn based phosphides, TM-P could react with Na + to form NaxP during sodiation, while the transition metal is not reactive with Na. For instance, in the case of CoP, 131 after the initial sodiation, the following sodium storage mechanism was ܰܽ ଷ ܲ + ‫ܥ‬ ↔ ‫ܥ‬ + ܲ + 3ܰܽ ା + 3݁ ି based on results of XPS and STEM, with the theoretical capacity calculated to 894 mA h/g. Porous core/shell CoP@C nanostructures anchored on 3D RGO were synthesized via a low temperature phosphidation process from ZIF-67 with the CoP nanoparticles 10 nm in size grown on RGO (Fig. 10) . 117 As anode for SIBs, CoP@C-RGO-NF electrode exhibited a capacity of 473.1 mA h/g at a current density of 100 mA/g after 100 cycles. In comparison, pure CoP@C anode exhibited poorer electrochemical performance, and the capacity was reduced to 151.4 mA h/g after 100 cycles. The good electrochemical performance of CoP@C-RGO-NF hybrids may be attributed to the synergistic effects between the core/shell structured CoP@C polyhedra and the RGO network. Specifically, 1) the porous core/shell structure of the ZIF-67-derived CoP@C polyhedra retain enough space to alleviate the volume changes; 2) the carbon shell as a plastic layer can effectively enhance the electron transfer rate; and 3) the flexible RGO nanosheets enhance the charge transfer kinetics. Similar to CoP, a CuP2/C hybrid exhibited a reversible capacity of 450 mA h/g and good capacity retention of 95% over 100 cycles. 121 The formation of P-O-C chemical bonds during the ball milling and the addition of the conductive carbon matrix guaranteed the stable cycling life of CuP2/C. In addition, it was demonstrated that the metallic Cu is nearly inert during sodiation/desodiation processes, which is in good agreement with the report on CoP. 117, 131 In summary, the main limitations for the practical application of phosphorus electrode can be ascribed to: 1) the formation of toxic phosphine (PH3) upon hydrolysis during the fabrication process; 2) the huge volume expansion of P electrode that occurs in charge/discharge processes; and 3) the low electrical conductivity of red P and the poor reactivity of black P. The current research on P electrode is essential to improve the conductivity of the electrode, minimize the particle size of active materials, and use novel synthesis methods to fabricate dedicate nanostructures. These issues, if unaddressed, would substantially sacrifice the reversible capacity and cycling life of batteries based on P anode. Further optimization of the composition and increasing the loading amount of P in the composite may be able to improve the low initial coulombic efficiency. Above all, carefully operating P based experiments is crucial for safety. 
Metal oxides
Metal oxides have been one of the most studied types of anode material in LIBs for decades, since they could generate higher capacities compared with intercalation compounds and generally more satisfactory cycling performance compared with metal alloys. As anodes for SIBs, metal oxides also have been intensively studied for years, and the recent progress on a variety of metal oxides is summarized in Table 4 .
According to the sodiation/desodation reaction mechanism, metal oxides can be classified into two types: (1) Conversion reaction based transition metal oxides Generally, transition metals such as Fe, Co, Nb, and Cu are electrochemically inactive in the oxide, so metal oxides react with Na Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins In order to understand whether the conversion reaction based on sodium is feasible or not, Klein et al. 160 systematically investigated the basic thermodynamic properties of conversion-reaction based electrodes in respect to cell voltages, capacities, and energy densities. They calculated that the cell potential for sodium based metal oxides is usually 0.96 V, which is lower than for their lithium based counterparts in LIBs. This characteristic could ensure higher energy density of batteries based on transition metal oxide anodes in SIBs compared with LIBs. Iron oxides have been intensively studied as potential anode materials for SIBs due to their earth-abundance and environmental friendliness. The electrochemical activity towards sodium of Fe3O4 and a-Fe2O3 was first evaluated by Komaba's group, 161, 162 and they found that nanosized Fe3O4
and a-Fe2O3 (particles about 10 nm in size) could deliver a reversible capacity of 170 mA h/g in the voltage ranges from 1.5 V to 4 V (vs. Li/Li + ) and from 1.2 V to 4 V, respectively. Nevertheless, both materials demonstrated poor cycling stability. In order to further probe the sodiation possibilities of Fe2O3, Valvo et al. 163 demonstrated that Fe2O3 could reversibly undergo sodiation/desodiation over an extended voltage range from 0.05 V to 2.8 V, which is much lower compared to the report by Komaba's group, further indicating the potential of Fe2O3 as a candidate anode for SIBs. Efforts towards improving the capacity and cycling stability of iron-oxide based electrodes have been made by many groups. 34, [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] 164 3D porous γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles with particles 5 nm in size uniformly embedded in a porous carbon matrix were fabricated as shown in Fig. 11 . 34 The composite delivered a high discharge capacity of 740 mA h/g at 200 mA/g after 200 cycles; when the current density increased to 2 A/g, a capacity of 358 mA h/g was retained in the 1400 th cycle. Such good cycling stability could be ascribed to: 1) the 3D porous nanostructures with carbon coating, which could buffer the volume expansion and enhance the charge transfer; and Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins 2) the ultrafine particle size, which could shorten the Na + diffusion distance and increase the number of active sites. Similar to this work, by downsizing the dimensions of the electrochemically active material to quantum dot size, raspberry-like carbon-coated Fe3O4 quantum dots embedded in N-doped graphene (Fe3O4 QD@C-GN), derived from metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), not only possessed high electrical conductivity, but also avoided aggregation of Fe3O4 after long-term cycling. Furthermore, the nitrogendoped graphene sheets acted as a macroscopic conductive network supporting the MOF-derived microstructures. So the Fe3O4 QD@C-GN presented a high reversible capacity of 343, 234, and 149 mA h/g, even after 1000 cycles between 0.05 V and 3 V at current densities of 2, 5, and 10 A/g, respectively (Fig. 11h) . 137 These results demonstrate that tailoring the size of structures and introducing a conductive matrix are crucial for enhancing the electrochemical performance of the whole electrode. Furthermore, in order to gain insight into the properties of the electrode/electrolyte interface of Fe2O3 composites in LIBs and SIBs, Philippe' group 165 demonstrated that 1) a pre-deposited layer with the thickness of less than 5 nm was formed by simple contact of the electrode with the electrolyte in Na-half cells, while no pre-deposited layer was observed in any case for the Li-half cells; and 2) overall SEI coverage at the end of the discharge is more prominent in the Na half-cells (∼7-8 nm) than in Li half-cells (∼ 4-5 nm), indicating more sluggish kinetics for SIBs.
Analogously, a few researchers have exploited the electrochemical properties of Co3O4 as anode in SIBs. [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] 166, 167 The first discharge profile of nanostructured Co3O4, as reported by Chen's group, 166 exhibited a broad peak centered at 0.5 V with a small peak at 0.75 V. In the subsequent cycles, one cathodic peak was observed at around 0.54 V, which is much lower than the corresponding one in LIBs (~1.2 V). In the voltage window of 0.01 V-3V, the Co3O4 anode presented a reversible capacity of 447 mA h/g after 50 cycles. In addition, monodispersed hierarchical Co3O4 spheres intertwined with carbon nanotubes showed capacities of 425, 230, and 184 mA h/g at current densities of 160, 1600, and 3200 mA/g, respectively, but they displayed an unsatisfactory cycle life, with their capacity declining to 390 mA h/g after only 25 cycles. 167 In contrast, a holey assembly of Co3O4 nanoparticles (ACN) with 10 nm holes exhibited good cycling capability with capacity of 300 mA h/g remaining after 100 cycles at 0.8 A/g. The in-situ TEM results demonstrated that small volume expansion (6%) occurred for 2D holey ACN before and after sodiation, which can maintain the structural integrity and ensure long-term cycling life. 138 CuO is also a promising anode candidate due to its abundance, chemical stability, and nontoxic nature, and recent studies on cupric oxides have made great progress. 35, [143] [144] [145] [146] 168 It was reported that CuO reacting with Na + displayed two discharge plateaus at 1.15 and 0.35 V in the first discharge curve, corresponding to the formation of a SEI film and the decomposition of CuO; in the following cycle, three discharge plateaus were located at 1.76, 0.74, and 0.20 V, indicating the consecutive formation of Cu1-xCuxO1-x/2, Cu2O, and Cu in the Na2O matrix. Chen's group 146 fabricated micro-/nanostructured CuO/C spheres by aerosol spray pyrolysis. In comparison, 10-CuO/C (10 nm CuO particle size) delivered a capacity of 402 mA h/g after 600 cycles at a current density of 200 mA/g, and a capacity of 304 mA h/g was obtained at 2000 mA/g, while 40-CuO/C (40 nm CuO particle size) displayed a discharge capacity of only 217 mA h/g after 50 cycles, which was because 40-CuO/C suffered from severe deformation in its structure and morphology after cycling. Furthermore, CuO quantum dots 2 nm in size that were embedded in carbon nanofibers were prepared by Jiao's group. As the anode for SIBs, 2-CuO quantum dots presented enhanced cycling stability and rate performance, which maintained a capacity of 401 mA h/g after 500 cycles at 500 mA/g, and a capacity of 250 mA h/g was obtained at 5000 mA/g. Recently, orthorhombic Nb2O5 demonstrated outstanding high-rate capability and good cycling performance for lithium storage. 169, 170 It possesses a large interplanar lattice spacing of 3.9 Å between (001) planes, 171 which is much larger than the diameter of Na + , so it is supposed that Nb2O5 may be a good host for facilitating fast Na + diffusion and storage. [147] [148] [149] As expected, T-Nb2O5/CNFs with the advantage of inherent pseudocapacitance delivered a stable capacity of 150 mA h/g at 1 A/g over 5000 cycles, and a reversible capacity of 97 mA h/g at a high current density of 8 A/g. By means of kinetic analysis (Fig. 12) , it was demonstrated that surface Faradaic reactions dominated the reaction of Nb2O5 at high rates, resulting in good rate performance. 147 This indicates that Nb2O5 may potentially be a good candidate for high performance SIBs with prolonged cycling stability. In addition, some other metal oxides, such as NiO, 37, 172 and ternary metal oxides, such as MnFe2O4, 173 FeWO4, 174 ZnSnO3, 175 and FeTiO3 176 have also been investigated.
(2) Alloy reaction based metal oxides When the metal is electrochemically active, metal oxides can react with Na + via a conversion reaction and a subsequent alloying reaction. Among all of the metal oxide anodes, SnO2 has been one of the most intensively investigated materials in LIBs due to its capability for facile nanostructured design, high theoretical capacity, and low potential, so analogously, researchers are ready to develop SnO2 anode for SIBs based on the previous experience in LIBs. 177 Its performance is based on this reaction:
SnO2 can deliver a theoretical sodium storage capacity of 1378 mA h/g, although, as a result of the irreversibility of the Na2O conversion, the theoretical reversible capacity falls to 667 mA h/g if the contribution of Na2O is factored out. 32 In this case, alloy-based metal oxides compare unfavorably with their corresponding bare metal anodes in terms of capacity. The enormous volume expansion occurring in the Na + storage process could be alleviated to some extent, however, in the presence of the Na2O matrix that is formed after the initial discharge process, which endows metal oxides with relatively longer cycling life compared with bare metals. As demonstrated by Wang's group, 178 in-situ TEM results revealed that a structure consisting of NaxSn particles dispersed in a Na2O matrix could tolerate a huge amount of volume expansion (~100% increase in diameter) during sodiation of SnO2 nanowires, while desodiation of NaxSn would lead to the formation of Sn particles surrounded by pores due to condensation of Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins vacancies from dealloying, resulting in eventual capacity fading of the bare SnO2 nanowires after several cycles. Therefore, similar to LIBs, several feasible strategies need to be applied to make the electrode material tolerate the huge volume expansion of SnO2, including tailoring the size of particles, constructing unique nanostructures, combining the active electrode with a flexible matrix, etc. [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] 179 SnO2 particles (∼2 nm) were embedded in ordered mesoporous CMK-8 carbon with 3D interconnected pore channels, and the composite exhibited capacity of ~480 mA h/g after 300 cycles as anode for SIBs, while the bare SnO2 electrode could retain capacity of less than 200 mA h/g after 300 cycles. 151 The specific capacity and cycling life were effectively improved by wrapping the SnO2 in 3D mesoporous carbon. Nevertheless, SnO2@CMK-8 presented insufficient capacity retention at high rates, partly due to the slow electron transfer between CMK-8 and SnO2. When a nanostructured composite consisting of a SnO2 nanocrystal layer grown on hierarchical microfibers of carbon cloth with an extra carbon surface coating (C/SnO2/CC) was fabricated, the rate capability of the SnO2 anode was significantly improved, with capacities of 501 mA h/g and 144 mA h/g at 0.1 C and 30 C, respectively, 154 and the reason for the enhanced rate performance can be ascribed to the dual channels in the conductive carbon fiber core and the carbon coating shell to facilitate fast electron transfer. Besides Sn based oxides, various Sb based oxides have been investigated as anodes for SIBs as well, such as Sb2O4, 30, 159 Sb2O3, 31, 155, 156, 180 and SbOx. 157, 158 Compared with tin oxides, antimony oxides presented a more stable cycling life and a safer voltage plateau. Hu 31 systematically investigated the reaction mechanism of Sb2O3 by XRD, HRTEM, and XPS. It was observed that Na + initially intercalated into Sb2O3 above 0.8 V and then further reacted with Na + to form Sb metal and Na2O between 0.8-0.4 V. Eventually, NaSb phase was formed after full discharging to 0.01 V. The electrochemical reaction mechanism of Sb2O3 with sodium is in accordance with the combined conversion-alloying reactions:
Based on the reaction mechanism, a complete conversion-alloying reaction will involve a total of 8 Na atoms per formula unit, resulting in a theoretical capacity of 735 mA h/g. In the experiment, the Sb2O3 exhibited a capacity of 550 mA h/g at 0.05 A/g and a reversible capacity of 414 mA h/g at 0.5 A/g after 200 cycles. In order to further improve the electrochemical performance of Sb2O3, Wang et al. 158 prepared a Sb2O3/Sb@graphene composite anchored on a network of carbon sheets, which demonstrated that 92.7% of the desodiation capacity (487 mA h/g) was retained after 275 cycles at the current density of 0.1 A/g. Compared to Sb2O3, Sb2O4 possesses higher theoretical capacity (1227 mA h/g) based on the following reactions:
Very few studies have been reported for Sb2O4 as anode material, however, for SIBs due to its large voltage hysteresis, low reversibility, and high redox potential. Sun et al. obtained reversible discharge capacities of 896 at C/70 with Sb2O4/Na. 30 Recently, a Sb2O4@rGO composite as anode for
SIBs was found to provide long cycling stability and high rate capability. At 0.6 A/g, a capacity of 626 mA h/g was maintained over 500 cycles. This result represented significant progress on Sb2O4/Na. 159 Above all, most transition metal oxides with an electrochemically inactive metal element presented reversible capacities of less than 500 mA h/g and poor long-term cycling life, which compared unfavorably with those for LIBs. For alloy reaction-based metal oxides, although these metal oxides showed higher reversible capacity due to the activity of the metal elements towards sodium, pulverization of the electrode and loss of contact with the current collector induced by huge volume expansion would hinder their further development. Tailoring the size down to below 10 nm or embedding the active electrode material in a 2D or 3D matrix may be effective for enhancing the reversible capacity and the cycling stability. Further in-depth understanding the interface behavior between the electrode and electrolyte during the charge/discharge processes may offer new insights for the optimization of current SIB systems and the design of new electrode materials for SIBs.
Metal sulfides/selenide
Recently, metal sulfides/selenides have attracted increasing attention from researchers due to their impressive electrochemical reactivity with sodium, as shown by such characteristics as long cycling life, high power density, and high energy density. Table 5 summarizes the recent progress on a variety of metal sulfides/selenides in terms of their electrochemical performance in SIBs.
According to the reaction mechanism of these metal sulfides/selenides with sodium, metal sulfides/selenides can be classified into two types:
MoS2 is a typical intercalation host for rechargeable batteries, which is composed of layers of molybdenum atoms coordinated to six sulfur atoms and has an interlayer spacing of approximately 6.2 Å, nearly double that of graphite (3.35 Å) (Fig. 13a) . Due to its laminar nature, MoS2 layers are bonded by weak van der Waals forces, so MoS2 is inherently able to accommodate other larger metal cations such as Na + and Mg 2+ in addition to
As an anode for LIBs, MoS2 has a high reversible capacity and good cycling stability. At present, a few studies have been conducted on bulk MoS2 as a sodium intercalation host. Based on previous knowledge from LIBs, bulk MoS2 offers few satisfactory electrochemical properties for lithium storage, 181 but its nanostructured counterparts are the focus of much attention for SIBs due to its dichalcogenide structure and large interlayer spacing. Park et al. reported the electrochemical properties of MoS2 as an intercalation host for SIBs and suggested a two-step reaction mechanism, where distortion of the MoS2 structure occurs in the low plateau region from insertion of 1.1 Na ions due to induced microstrains. 182 Such discharge behavior is different from that in Li/MoS2 cells, which presented one smooth plateau when Li was inserted into layered MoS2. 183 The distorted bulk MoS2 structure after a deep discharge process will not fully recover to the pristine MoS2 structure during charging, so the bulk MoS2 maintained a capacity of only 89 mA h/g after 100 cycles in the voltage window of 0.4-2.6 V in SIBs. Hence, in order to improve the electrochemical performance of MoS2 anode, researchers have been seeking effective approaches to fabricate few-layered or even single-layered MoS2, which can relieve the strain and decrease the barrier for Na + intercalation, 184, 185 or to construct carbon-MoS2 composites to further enhance the transport of electrons and ions, 61, 64, [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] or regulate the working voltage window to control the reaction at a given step. 194 For instance, Zhu et al. 193 prepared single-layered MoS2 nanoplates with thickness and lateral dimensions of approximately 0.4 nm and 4 nm, respectively, which exhibited initial lithiation/de-lithiation capacities of 1712/1267 mA h/g at 0.1 A/g. In contrast, due to the sluggish kinetics of sodium insertion and extraction, the capacity for sodium storage was only 854 mA h/g at 0.1 A/g, which is lower than that in LIBs, but much higher than that of bulk MoS2. This indicates that the single layer nature of the MoS2 would be of benefit for Na + storage since it could shorten the Na + migration in the sulfide in all directions and make the interfacial storage, insertion, and conversion reaction more efficient. Zhu's group 185 prepared ultrathin MoS2 nanosheets (~2 nm) with an expanded spacing of approximately 0.99 nm on the surfaces of carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The composite delivered a reversible specific capacity of 504.6 mA h/g after 100 cycles at 50 mA/g. The improved cycling life may result from thin nanosheets and the 3D hierarchical nanostructure, which could provide short Na-ion diffusion channels and high conductivity for Na-ion storage. Similar works have been conducted by many groups. 40, 191, 192, 217, 218 These works have deepened our understanding of graphene-like MoS2 nanosheets and offered multiple concepts for the fabrication of single layer MoS2 as a high-performance anode material for SIBs. By rationally designed a freestanding architecture, the MoS2@carbon paper exhibited a high reversible capacity, high ICE, good cycling performance, and excellent rate capability for SIBs. Furthermore, the sodiation/desodiation mechanism was investigated by the in situ Raman spectroscopy measurements and a MoS2 phase transition from 2H-MoS2 to 1T-MoS2 starts at 0.9 V during discharge was revealed. 189 The reversibility of the phase transition from 2H-MoS2 to 1T-MoS2 was observed during the sodium-ion intercalation/deintercalation process.
Very recently, few-layered MoS2 coupled with S-doped graphene was prepared by Li et al. (Fig. 13b) . Under a strong synergistic coupling effect via S dopants from the S-graphene component, the composite exhibited longterm highly reversible Na + storage, in which the capacities of 619.2 mA h/g and 265 mA h/g were retained after 100 and 1000 cycles at 200 and 1000 mA/g, respectively. 64 Heterogeneous atom (S) doping may enable electronrich graphene sheets centered at the doping atom, and the synergistic coupling effect via S dopant atoms between MoS2 and S-doped graphene could be effective to enhance the cycling stability. Moreover, owing to the volume expansion and structural changes during the conversion reaction of MoS2 in the sodiation process, Chen's group 194 restricted the cut-off voltages within the range of 0.4-3 V, so that an intercalation mechanism rather than a conversion reaction took place. Consequently, the MoS2 electrode presented a reversible capacity that was not as high as that in the voltage window of 0.1-3 V, but the cycling performance was significantly improved, so that the capacities of 300 mA h/g and 195 mA h/g was obtained at 1 A/g and 10 A/g after 1500 cycles, respectively. The stable cycling performance could be ascribed to the more expanded and flexible nature of the MoS2 layers after the discharging process compared to the original MoS2 (Fig.  13c) . This phenomenon was barely observed for Li-MoS2 or Na-MoS2 batteries with cut-off voltages up to 0.1 V, where the conversion mechanism may destroy the layered structure and generate Mo metal embedded in a Na2S matrix. In addition, heterostructures in which the 2D MoS2 is combined with different active metal sulfides or oxides, such as MoS2/SnS, MoS2/Ni3S2, MoS2/Fe3O4, etc. (MoS2-MX) , 190, 219, 220 were also demonstrated to play an important role in fast ion/electron transportation and offer more active sites for SIBs. For instance, it was reported that the reversible capacity of yolkshell SnS-MoS2 was enhanced compared to the bare yolk-shell SnS and yolkshell MoS2, in which the capacity after 100 cycles for SnS-MoS2, SnS, and MoS2 was 396, 240, and 260 mA h/g, respectively. 219 The enhanced sodiumion storage properties of the yolk-shell SnS-MoS2 composite microspheres can be ascribed to the synergetic effect of the yolk-shell structure and the uniform mixing of the SnS and MoS2 nanocrystals. Unlike MoS2, few studies on MoS3 had been reported until an amorphous chain-like MoS3 was recently presented as anode for SIBs by Ye et al. 195 Different from the 2D layered structure of MoS2, MoS3 is a one-dimensional (1D) chain-like structure (Fig. 14a) , which has more open sites conducive toward active Na + storage, facilitating the fast diffusion of Na + . In addition, MoS3 has an amorphous structure, inherently possessing lower activation energy barriers toward structural rearrangement during the possible conversion reaction. In this report, the authors demonstrated that the MoS3/CNT as anode for SIBs exhibited good cycling stability, with a capacity of 565 mA h/g retained after 500 cycles at 50 mA/g, and 235 mA h/g at 10 A/g. In contrast, the MoS2 presented unsatisfactory electrochemical performance. The reason may be attributed to the higher adsorption energy between Na + and S atoms, and the smaller Na + diffusion energy barrier for MoS3 compared to MoS2 based on the DFT simulation. This may provide a new perspective that, besides MoS2, MoS3 may be also a good candidate for high-performance SIBs. In addition, some other metal sulfides such as WS2, VS2, and V5S8, with reaction mechanisms involving intercalation of sodium at the beginning and a subsequent conversion reaction, were also applied as anodes for SIBs since they possessed similar layered structure to MoS2. 214, 215, 221 Yang et al. Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins systematically investigated the sodiation/desodiation reaction of V5S8. Based on in-situ XRD characterization, V5S8 could react with Na + as follows ( Fig. 15) : 
Electrochemical evaluations indicated that V5S8/C demonstrated a reversible discharge capacity (682 mA h/g at 0.1 A/g), a reasonable cycle life (496 mA h/g at 1 A/g after 500 cycles), and high-rate capacities of 389 and 344 mA h/g at 5 and 10 A/g, respectively, which demonstrated that V5S8 as a new layered transition metal sulfide may be a promising anode for high performance SIBs.
MoSe2 as anode for rechargeable batteries has not been investigated as extensively as MoS2, due to its low specific capacity and high cost of Se. The volumetric capacity of MoSe2 is close to that of MoS2, however, and Se has a higher electrical conductivity (1 × 10 -3 S/m) than S (5 × 10 -28 S/m). 222 The layered transition metal sulfide MoSe2 as anode for SIBs displayed three main cathodic peaks at around 1.4, 0.65, and 0.44 V, corresponding to the intercalation of Na-ions into the MoSe2 lattice and the conversion reaction from NaxMoSe2 to Mo metal nanograins, as well as the formation of a gellike polymeric layer in the initial discharge process. 223 MoSe2 grown on N, Pco-doped were prepared by Niu et al, 65 which displayed good long-term cycling capability with a reversible capacity of 378 mA h/g maintained after 1000 cycles at 0.5 A/g. This electrochemical performance is comparable to that of MoS2. 189 When tested in a full cell with Na3V2(PO4)3/C as the cathode in the voltage window of 1-3.4 V, the capacity calculated by the mass of anode materials could be stabilized at 276 mA h/g after 200 cycles at 0.5 A/g. At 0.1 kW/kg, the full cell could deliver an energy density of 113.6 Wh/kgtotal. Other transition metal sulfides/selenides, such as CoS, CoS2, Co9S8, CoSe, CoSe2, 67, [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] FeS, FeS2, FeSe2, [224] [225] [226] [227] and CuS, 228 have also been investigated as potential anodes for electrochemical sodium storage owing to their low cost, abundant resources, high theoretical capacities, and electrical conductivity. Transition metal sulfides/selenides displayed a lower redox voltage range for sodium storage than lithium storage owing to a lower thermodynamic cell voltage, making these materials more suitable as anodes. 160 Their sodium-storage capacity is typically lower than their lithium-storage capacity, and much less than the theoretical value. Moreover, the cycling stability and voltage hysteresis were even worse for sodium storage. 224 Hence, various methods, such as rational electrode design, working voltage window control, or optimization of electrolytes, were applied to enhance the electrochemical performance of transition metal sulfides/selenides for SIBs. 67, [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] As reported by Pan et al., 201 in the voltage window of 0.1-2.9 V, the capacity of CoS2@MCNF anode in SIBs decreased from 560 mA h/g to 130 mA h/g within 150 cycles, while by adjusting the cut-off voltage to 0.4-2.9 V, the capacity of 507 mA h/g was retained in the 100 th cycles at 100 mA/g, and a capacity of 315 mA h/g was even obtained after 1000 cycles at 1 A/g. A similar phenomenon has also been observed by Liu et al. 67 These results illustrate that, although upgrading the discharge terminal voltage may have sacrificed some capacity, their cycling performance was significantly improved. Systematic investigation of the reaction mechanism in different working voltage ranges is needed, however, to fully understand sodiation/desodiation processes in transition metal sulfides/selenides. In addition to modifying the voltage window, optimizing the electrolyte used in the battery could be another effective strategy to achieve high-rate capability and long-term cyclability. Zhang et al. 202 compared the electrochemical performance of CoSe2 in SIBs in different electrolytes. When using 1 M NaClO4 in propylene carbonate (PC) and 1 M NaPF6 in ethylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate (EC/DEC, v/v = 1:1) as the electrolyte, respectively, CoSe2 electrode nearly failed after 100 cycles. In contrast, in 1 M NaCF3SO3 with diethyleneglycol dimethylether (DEGDME), the capacity of CoSe2 electrode reached 410 mA h/g even after 1800 cycles. The good cycling performance can be attributed to the fact that the carbonate-based electrolytes can react with the intermediate products of transition-metal disulfides and diselenides, resulting in prompt depletion of the active materials. A similar approach also has been used in CuS anode.
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(2) Conversion-alloying mechanism Another class of metal sulfides/selenides, including SnS2, SnS, SnSe, SnSSe, and Sb2S3, 209, 210, 216, [229] [230] [231] [232] undergo a reaction mechanism involving conversion and alloying reactions. SnS2 has a CdI2-type layered structure (a = 0.3648 nm, c = 0.5899 nm, space group P3m1), consisting of a layer of tin atoms sandwiched between two layers of hexagonally close packed sulfur atoms. This layered structure with a large interlayer spacing (c = 0.5899 nm) would be of benefit for easy insertion and extraction of guest species, and adapt more easily to the volume changes in the host during cycling. This was confirmed by the performance of SnS2 as a reversible lithium storage host in several studies. [229] [230] [231] [232] For a SnS2/Na cell, the reaction proceeds in three steps:
In the initial discharging process, Na + can intercalate into the SnS2 layers at 1.5 -1.7 V (15), then continue to react with NaSnS2 to form Sn metal (16) , and finally alloy with Sn to form Na15Sn4 (17), so SnS2 can deliver a high theoretical capacity of 1136 mA h/g. 420% volume expansion upon the formation of Na15Sn4 would occur, however, resulting in electrode disintegration and gradual loss of electrical contact with the current collector. Hence, the authors designed a SnS2 -reduced graphene oxide (SnS2-RGO) hybrid to buffer the volume changes and inhibit the aggregation of Sn during cycling. The SnS2-RGO hybrid showed good cycling stability, delivering a discharge capacity of 628 mA h/g after 100 cycles. In comparison, the capacity of the bare SnS2 electrode decreased to only 113 mA h/g after 100 cycles.
A different mechanism for SnS2 anode during the sodiation process was proposed by Meng's group. 234 They observed that Na2S2 formed instead of Na2S in the fully discharged state, and they proposed the following reaction mechanism: 
The overall theoretical capacity for SnS2 is 842 mA h/g, and the as-formed Na2S2 works as a matrix to relieve the strain from the huge volume expansion of the Na−Sn alloy reacƟon.
Although the defined reaction mechanism for SnS2 is still needs further confirmation, progress on the electrochemical performance has been made by many groups recently by using decorated carbonaceous materials as a conductive matrix, or fabricating few-layered active material to shorten the Na + migration paths, etc. [205] [206] [207] For instance, one-step formation of SnS2/rGO from SnO2 nanocrystals 2-4 nm in size deposited on an amino-functionalized graphene interface was reported by Jiang et al. Due to the fine particle size, the uniform distribution of SnS2 on the surface of ethylenediamine (EDA)-functionalized graphene, and the structural integrity after long-term cycling, the composite exhibited good cycling and rate performance, with a capacity of 680 mA h/g after 100 cycles at 200 mA/g, and 480 mA h/g after 1000 cycles at 1 A/g, as well as 250 mA h/g at a high current density of 11.2 A/g. 205 As demonstrated by Guo's group, 43 SnS also has a unique layered structure with a large interlayer spacing (c = 0.433 nm, space group Pnma) and presented more promising electrochemical performance than SnS2 electrode. The reaction mechanism of SnS with Na + was investigated by exsitu XRD (Fig. 16a, b) , revealing that the reversible sodiation/desodiation of SnS proceeded in a two-phase reaction as follows:
The whole discharging process involves a lattice volume change of 242% relative to SnS, which is smaller than those of Sn (420%) and SnS2 (324%). As a result, the SnS@graphene composite delivered a reversible capacity of 940 mA h/g after 50 cycles at 30 mA/g, and 492 and 308 mA h/g after 250 cycles at high current densities of 810 and 7290 mA/g, respectively, which is better than that of SnS2@graphene electrode (Fig. 16c) . The improved electrochemical performance can be attributed to: 1) The volume change (242%) for SnS during the discharging process was smaller.
2) The SnS experienced a two-structural-phase transformation mechanism (orthorhombic-SnS to cubic-Sn to orthorhombic-Na3.75Sn), while the SnS2 experienced a three-structural-phase transformation mechanism (hexagonal-SnS2 to tetragonal-Sn to orthorhombic-Na3.75Sn) during the sodiation process (Fig. 16b) . The small structural changes of SnS during the conversion are expected to be conducive to good structural stability.
Compared to SnSx, the binary IV-VI SnSe, known as a laminar semiconductor with orthorhombic crystal structure, is a new anode material for the alkali-ion batteries. The band gap of SnSe is as narrow as 0.9 eV, which guarantees higher electrical conductivity than other metal chalcogenides such as SnO2 and SnSx. 235 Nevertheless, slow Na ions diffusion Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins and instability of the solid electrolyte interphase caused by repeated volume expansion and contraction resulted in kinetic problems, as well as low energy density compared to SnS, which make it difficult to fully utilize the conversion reactions, thus leading to limited capacity and rate capability in practice. Therefore, construction of thin-layered SnSe nanosheet/nanoplates to shorten the diffusion length and improve electrode/electrolyte contact, or fabrication of ternary tin selenium sulfide to enhance the energy density may be an effective approach to mitigate these issues. 66, 208 235 For instance, layered SnSSe synthesized by a simple solid-state reaction as anode for SIBs delivered a stable capacity of 330 mA h/g after 1000 cycles at the current density of 5 A/g in the voltage range of 0.1-3 V with no capacity fading, and it exhibited the capacities of 226 and 161 mA h/g at the high current densities of 7.5 and 10 A/g. The large interlayer spacing, preferred growth along the (001) crystal plane, and easily exfoliated lamellae, along with its partial pseudocapacitive capacity contribution, may be of benefit for good electrochemical performance. 66 On the basis of a similar reaction mechanism to that of SnSx, Sb2S3 also has drawn significant attention because of its attractive reversible theoretical capacity of 946 mA h/g by accommodating 12 moles of Na + per Sb2S3 mole. The sodiation kinetics and the evolution of phase transformation in Sb2S3 electrode were systematically investigated based on in-situ TEM examination and in situ electron diffraction along with DFT calculations and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by Yao et al. 209 They proposed that during the first sodiation process, Na + was inserted into the voids between the (Sb4S6)n moieties at an ultrafast speed during the first sodiation, leading to amorphization of the crystalline Sb2S3 and an expansion of ~54%. Then, the generated NaxSb2S3 intermediate phases were transformed into Na2S and Na3Sb with a trace of Sb crystals during the consecutive conversion/alloying reactions. Upon subsequent desodiation, the Na + extracted from the crystalline sodiated composites resulted in amorphous Sb2S3 (Fig. 17) . The reactions between Sb2S3 and sodium are summarized as follows: Na + intercalation reaction: Hence, based on the above analysis, the authors constructed carbon coated Sb2S3 since the mechanically robust and highly conductive carbon layer can constrain the radial expansion of Sb2S3 and accelerate the sodiation process, giving rise to enhanced sodium storage performance. In comparison, the Sb2S3/C presented a reversible specific capacity of 570 mA h/g after 100 cycles, while the pristine Sb2S3 presented a poor reversible capacity of 114 mA h/g under the same conditions. In addition, a few other Sb2S3-based, Sb2S5-based and Sb2Se3-based anodes also demonstrated good Na + storage capacities. 41, [210] [211] [212] [213] The majority of metal-sulfide/selenide electrodes offer higher capacity, higher energy density, and more stable cycling performance than their metal oxide counterparts in SIBs, in virtue of the greater stability of the Na2S formed in the SIB compared with Na2O in the LIB, and there are lower reaction voltage plateaus for metal sulfides/selenides compared with metal oxides. Nevertheless, the large volume expansion of metal sulfides occurring during sodiation/desodiation processes and their inherent low conductivity still degrade their electrochemical performance. Therefore, a variety of methods such as design of nanostructures and optimization of the working voltage window and electrolytes are required to develop high-performance metal sulfide/selenide electrodes for SIBs.
Summary and outlook
Due to the high cost and scarcity of lithium resources, sodium ion batteries have attracted increasing attention from researchers worldwide, and nowadays are experiencing a boom in development. As sodium shows similar reaction mechanisms to those in lithium ion batteries, so massive research experience could be directly applied to the sodium ion batteries. Nevertheless, owing to the lower energy density of SIBs such as carbonbased anodes compared with LIBs, the development of high performance anodes is urgently required to make SIBs comparable to LIBs. Therefore, in this review, we have summarized the recent research progress on high performance anodes for SIBs, including the metals/alloys, phosphorus/phosphides, and metal oxides/sulphides/selenides. Since these anode materials can store sodium ions via the conversion, alloying, or combined reactions, they typically have much higher theoretical capacity compared with the insertion-based materials and thus showing great potential for the commercialization of SIBs for applications in large-scale energy storage. More than 100% volume change and less than 80% initial coulombic efficiency were observed, however, during charging/discharging process in most anode materials with high reversible capacities, which has actually hindered their practical application at present because for commercial batteries, the volume change should be less than 30%; therefore, the concerns associated with those potential anodes, such as low capacity utilization, inferior rate capability, poor cycling stability resulting from the huge volume changes, and sluggish sodium diffusion dynamics also have been discussed, while the effective approaches, ranging from electrode material structural design, and electrolyte optimization to voltage window control, to further enhance the electrochemical performance have been reviewed. Specifically: 1) electrode material structural design, such as nanocrystallization, surface modification and forming hybrids with other materials can effectively accommodate the large volume changes during the sodiation/desodiation processes, reduce the initial irreversible capacity loss, and shorten the ion/electron diffusion distance, thus improving the energy density, power density and cycling lifespan; 2) Choosing proper electrolytes, for example, the ether-based electrolytes, which normally will provide a much higher initial coulombic efficiency and ultralong cycling life for metal sulphides anodes; 3) Controlling the voltage range can limit the sodiation/desodiation reactions to within the conversion step and inhibit the alloy step, which will reduce the volume change and contribute capacity, thus extensively improving the high-rate and long-term cycling performance. Based on the current progress on anodes for SIBs, metal sulfides such as layered MoS2, SnS, red phosphorus, phosphides such as Sn4P3 may be able to meet requirements such as high energy density and long cycling life for commercialization after optimization, although the cost of these anode materials is still quite high, so it may be still a long way before such highenergy-density anode materials can be commercialized Although great progress has been achieved on improving the electrochemical performance of anode materials for SIBs, there are still many tough challenges hindering their practical application. Currently, most of the reported high reversible capacities were achieved based on constructing nanostructured anode materials with a quite low mass loading. The low tap density of nanomaterials, however, will dramatically reduce the volumetric capacity of the SIBs containing them. To improve the gravimetric capacity and effectively retain the volumetric capacity of potential high performance anodes, further studies are needed on the rational design anode materials with favorable architecture, such as the micro-/nanostructures or hierarchical structures self-assembled from nanoscale building blocks, thus fully utilizing the potential advantages of nano-and micro-sized structures. Constructing 3D binder-free flexible electrodes might be another effective approach to improve the energy density and reduce the cost of SIBs. In addition, most of the applied synthesis strategies (for instance, CVD, liquid-phase exfoliation, or electrospinning) for the fabrication of nanostructured electrodes normally have low yield and redundant procedures, making them difficult to scale up to a practical level. For largescale commercial applications, an advanced synthetic methodology characterized by low cost and good scalability needs to be developed in the future. Thirdly, single phase anode materials usually cannot simultaneously meet the expected performance requirements in terms of high energy density, high power density, and long cycling lifespan for practical use of SIBs. More attention needs to be paid to investigate heterostructured materials constructed from two or more components, such as high-capacity anode and high-rate anode, or highly stable anode. By taking advantage of both components, electrode materials with battery-like high capacity and capacitor-like rate performance can be confidently expected. Additionally, some electrochemical reaction mechanisms are not clear as yet, and the interaction between the electrode surface and electrolyte, and the reaction kinetics needs to be further understood. The most widely used electrolytes in current SIBs are the carbonate-based electrolytes, which will result in large initial capacity loss due to the unstable SEI film, whereas the etherbased electrolytes will sacrifice the capacity contributed in the alloying reaction. Some advanced characterization techniques, particularly in-situ techniques, such as X-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction, soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy can be employed for indepth studies of the structure and kinetics of electrode materials and the electrode/electrolyte interfaces, thus optimizing current SIB systems and developing novel attractive electrode materials. Moreover, although there have been very few reports, other issues, such as cost, safety, and environmental effects, also need to be taken into account when selecting electrode materials. Considering grid-level application of SIBs, only those materials that feature high availability of raw materials, environmental friendliness, and high safety can be further considered as potential anode materials. From the perspective of practical applications, in order to fully utilize the potential of SIBs, further work needs to be conducted on electrode design, electrolyte composition, in-depth studies on the interfaces between electrodes and electrolytes, etc.
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